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We prove that all combinatorial differential manifolds involving only Euclidean oriented matroids are PL
manifolds. In doing so we introduce a new notion of triangulations of oriented matroids, and show that any
triangulation of a Euclidean oriented matroid is a PL sphere.
In Section 5 we adapt these results to get a new definition of triangulations of oriented matroid polytopes, and
show that any triangulation of a Euclidean oriented matroid polytope is a PL ball. ( 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION
In [8], MacPherson introduced a new class of combinatorial objects called combinatorial
differential manifolds, or CD manifolds. The idea of a CD manifold is to give a simplicial
complex a combinatorial analog to a differential structure. The role of ‘‘tangent spaces’’ in
this theory is played by oriented matroids, objects about which we will have much more to
say later.
If M is a real differential manifold and g : DDXDDPM is a smooth triangulation of M, then
we shall see in Section 2.2 that the differential structure on M ‘‘pulls back’’ to a CD structure
on X. By ‘‘combinatorializing’’ M in this way, we can model M by a purely combinatorial
object. This leads to new combinatorial techniques for studying differential manifolds. In
particular, CD manifolds are the basis for Gelfand and MacPherson’s combinatorial
formula for the Pontrjagin classes of a differential manifold [5].
CD manifolds are defined combinatorially, and not every CD manifold arises as
a triangulation of a differential manifold. In [8] it was asked whether all CD manifolds are
topological manifolds.
In this paper we attack a stronger conjecture: that all CD manifolds are piecewise-
linear (PL) manifolds. We prove this conjecture for CD manifolds involving only
Euclidean oriented matroids. (A Euclidean oriented matroid is essentially an oriented
matroid with the intersection properties one would want in a ‘‘combinatorial vector
space’’.)
To prove this we introduce the notion of a triangulation of an oriented matroid. Theorem
2.10 shows that if * is a simplex in a CD manifold, then the boundary of star(*) is
a triangulation of a certain oriented matroid associated to *. Our result is then proven by
Theorem 2.11, which states that any triangulation of a Euclidean oriented matroid is a PL
sphere.
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In the final section we apply these results on oriented matroid triangulations to
triangulations of matroid polytopes.
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
2.1. Oriented matroids
We will try here to give the basic idea of oriented matroids. For a complete introduction,
see [2]. Specific results and definitions we need on oriented matroids are summarized in the
Appendix: the most important of these for our purposes is the Topological Representation
Theorem.
An oriented matroid is a combinatorial model for a finite arrangement of vectors in Rn.
The idea is to combinatorially encode the convexity data of a finite set of vectors in
Euclidean space.
Let E"Me
1
,e
2
,2 ,ekN be a finite set and a :EPRn be a map sending E to a rank n subset
of Rn. Consider a linear dependency between these points:
k
+
i/1
a
i
a (e
i
)"0.
Any such dependency gives a function
EPM!, 0,#N,
e
i
Psign(a
i
) .
Definition 2.1. A realizable oriented matroid is a finite set E and a collection V of
functions from E to M!, 0,#N such that for some a :EPRn, the collectionV is exactly the
set of functions arising from dependencies among the vectors a(E).
The set a(E) is called a realization of this oriented matroid.
Clearly, any finite real vector arrangement is the realization of an essentially unique
oriented matroid (up to renaming of the elements).
The oriented matroid corresponding to a real vector arrangement encodes much of that
arrangement’s geometry. For instance, the oriented matroid tells us whether a given subset
of these vectors is dependent, and whether two disjoint subsets have intersecting convex
hulls.
To define a general oriented matroid, we abstract the combinatorial properties of the
realizable case :
Definition 2.2. Let E be a finite set. A signed subset of E is a function X :EPM!, 0,#N.
If X and ‰ are two signed subsets of E, define their composition X °‰ to be
X°‰ (e)"G
X(e) if X(e)O0,
‰(e) otherwise.
Write X~ for X~1(!), X` for X~1(#), and X
M
for X~XX`. If X is a signed set,
p"X~, and q"X`, then we often denote X by p~q`.
For any two sets S and „ write SC„ for MeDe3S, e N„N.
Definition 2.3 (cf. [2] 3.7.5). An oriented matroid is a finite set E together with a collec-
tion V of signed subsets of E such that
1. 03V.
2. (Symmetry) V"!V.
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3. (Composition) If X,‰3V then X°‰3V.
4. (Vector elimination) For all X,‰3V and e3X`W‰~ there is a Z3V such that
Z`-(X`X‰`)Ce,
Z~-(X~X‰~)Ce,
and (X
1
C‰
1
)X(‰
1
CX
1
)X(X`W‰`)X(X~W‰~)-Z
M
.
The elements of E are called the elements of the oriented matroid. The elements of V are
called the vectors of the oriented matroid.
It is easily checked that the ‘‘realizable oriented matroids’’ defined before fulfill this
definition. However, not every oriented matroid is realizable. See [2] for many examples of
non-realizable oriented matroids (they start appearing in rank 3, oriented matroids in which
maximal independent sets have 3 elements).
We refer the reader to the Appendix for technical details on oriented matroids as the
need arises.
2.2. CD manifolds
Note: Throughout the following, a simplex will be considered as simply a finite set (its
set of vertices). This introduces a dilemma of notation, which we resolve as follows: if * is
a simplex, we use D*D to denote the order of the set *, and we use DD*DD to denote the geometric
realization of the simplex *. For any simplicial complex X, we denote the set of 0-simplices
of X by X0.
Definition 2.4 [8]. An n-dimensional combinatorial differential manifold is a triple
(X, XK , M) such that:
1. X is a pseudomanifold of dimension n (i.e., a simplicial complex of pure dimension
n such that every (n!1)-simplex is contained in exactly two n-simplices).
2. XK is a cell complex subdividing DDXDD: i.e., every cell p of XK is contained in a simplex of
DDXDD. We shall let *(p) denote the simplex of X with p in its relative interior.
3. M is a function assigning to each cell p of XK a rank n oriented matroid M(p) with
elements (star(*(p)))0.
We have the following axioms:
f (Centering) The rank of (*(p))0 in M(p) is equal to the dimension of DD*(p)DD.
f (Linear independence) If *@ is a simplex in the boundary of star *(p), then *@ is
independent in M(p).
f (Convexity) If a simplex *@ is in the boundary of star *(p), then the convex hull of (*@)0
in M(p) is (*@)0.
f (Continuity) If a cell p@ is in the boundary of p, then M(p@) ((star (*(p)))0) is a specializa-
tion of M(p).
(See the Appendix for definitions of rank, independence, convex hull, and specialization.)
Intuitively, one can think of M(p) as a ‘‘combinatorial coordinate chart’’, mimicing a linear
embedding of star(*(p)) into Rn. The centering axiom suggests that the ‘‘chart’’ M(p) should
center *(p) around 0, the linear independence and convexity axioms suggest that this
‘‘chart’’ is an embedding, and the continuity axiom suggests that M varies ‘‘smoothly’’
over DDXDD.
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Fig. 1. The minimal triangulation of S2 and the resulting oriented matroids at three points.
For instance, consider a differential manifold N and a smooth triangulation g : DDXDDP
N (that is, g is smooth on every closed simplex). We can associate an oriented matroid to
any point p3 DDXDD as follows: Let DD*DD be the minimal simplex of DDXDD containing p. Then
there is a unique piecewise linear map f
p
: DDstar(*)DDP”L„g(p)(N) (the ‘‘flattening’’ at p)
such that f
p
(p)"0 and for every simplex *@ of star(*), d
p
f
p
DDD*{DD"dpgDDD*{DD. Then fp((star *)0) is
a configuration of vectors in „g(p)(N) defining an oriented matroid M(p). (see Fig. 1)
We say g is tame if there exists a regular cell complex XK subdividing X such that M is
constant on the relative interior of each cell of XK . Any tame triangulation of a differential
manifold then yields a combinatorial differential structure on X. In this case, of course, DDXDD
is a topological manifold.
However, not all CD manifolds arise from triangulations of differential manifolds. (For
instance, non-realizable oriented matroids can show up in CD manifolds.) Thus, CD
manifolds are more general objects than differential manifolds, and it is not at all clear that
the underlying space of every CD manifold is a topological manifold. This paper will prove
that under a certain restriction on the oriented matroids involved, all CD manifolds are PL
manifolds. We conjecture that the restriction on the oriented matroids is unnecessary:
evidence that all CD manifolds are PL manifolds is given in Section 4.
2.3. Triangulations of oriented matroids
Consider a cell p in a CD manifold, the oriented matroid M associated to p, and the
boundary ‚ of the star of *(p). Intuitively, the pair (M, ‚) is something very like a complete
simplicial fan in Rn. This idea can be made precise using triangulations of oriented matroids.
This section will define triangulations. Their relation to CD manifolds will be made explicit
in Section 3.2.
Definition 2.5. If M is a rank n oriented matroid with elements E, a triangulation of M is
an (n!1)-dimensional simplicial complex ‚ such that:
f ‚0"E.
f ‚ is a pseudomanifold.
f If u is a simplex of ‚ then u is independent in M and conv(u)"u in M.
f Either
n"1 and ‚"S0, or
n’1, and if u is a simplex of ‚ then link
L
(u) is a triangulation of (M/u)(link
L
(u)0).
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As described in the Appendix, for a realizable M the oriented matroid (M/u)(link
L
(u)0)
corresponds to the vector arrangement obtained from a realization of M by taking the
quotient by u and considering only the vectors in link
L
(u)0.
To see the intuitive sense of this, consider a realization »"Mv,2, vkNLRn of a rank
n oriented matroid M by unit vectors. A straight triangulation of Sn~1 derived from » is
a triangulation g : DDXDDPSn~1 such that
f g(X0)"»,
f if p is a codimension 1 simplex of X then g(p) is contained in an equator of Sn~1, and
f if q is any simplex of X, then g(q) is contained in one open hemisphere of Sn~1.
PROPOSITION 2.6. If M is realized by the set », then the triangulations of M correspond
exactly to the straight triangulations of Sn~1 derived from ».
Proof. We show first, by induction on n, that every such triangulation ‚ of the unit
sphere gives a triangulation of M. Note that if n"1 then the unit sphere consists of two
points, and ‚ is a triangulation of M.
For any n it is clear that ‚ will satisfy the first three axioms for a matroid triangulation.
To see the final axiom, let u be a simplex of ‚. Then the vertices of link
L
(u) give
a configuration of unit vectors in Rn/SuT, and link
L
(u) projects radially to a triangulation
of the unit sphere in Rn/SuT. Thus our induction hypothesis tells us that ‚ satisfies the final
axiom.
Conversely, let ‚ be a triangulation of M. Then the realization » extends linearly to
a map g : D‚DPSn~1. Proposition 3.5 shows that this map is a bijection, i.e., that every point
x in Sn~1 lies in the relative interior of exactly one g(u), u3‚. The three conditions for this
triangulation to be straight are obviously fulfilled. K
It will also be useful at times to leave some elements out of the triangulation.
Definition 2.7. If M is an oriented matroid, a partial triangulation of M is a triangulation
of MCA, for some subset A of the elements of M such that rank(MCA)"rank(M).
2.4. Statement of main results
Definition 2.8. A CD manifold (X, XK , M) is Euclidean if M(p) is Euclidean for every
p3XK .
(The class of Euclidean oriented matroids includes, for instance, all realizable oriented
matroids and all oriented matroids of rank less than or equal to 3. See the Appendix for
details.)
The main result of this paper is a proof of MacPherson’s conjecture for Euclidean CD
manifolds:
THEOREM 2.9. If (X, XK , M) is a Euclidean CD manifold, then X is a P‚ manifold.
Recall that a simplicial complex is a PL manifold if and only if the boundary of the star
of any simplex is a PL sphere. The proof of Theorem 2.9 has three steps. The first is to
reduce the problem to a problem on triangulations:
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THEOREM 2.10. If p is a cell of a CD manifold, M(p) is the oriented matroid at p, and ‚(p) is
the boundary of the star of p, then ‚(p) is a triangulation of M(p).
This will be proven in Section 3.2.
It then suffices to show:
THEOREM 2.11. If M is a Euclidean oriented matroid and ‚ is a triangulation of M, then
‚ is a P‚ sphere.
We prove this theorem via the following two statements:
THEOREM 2.12. For any simple oriented matroid M, the following are equivalent:
1. M has a triangulation.
2. M is totally cyclic.
3. M has a triangulation which is a P‚ sphere.
THEOREM 2.13. If M is a Euclidean oriented matroid and ‚
1
, ‚
2
are two triangulations of
M, then there exists a P‚ common refinement R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) of ‚
1
and ‚
2
.
Theorem 2.12 will be proven in Section 3.3, and Theorem 2.13 will be proven in
Section 3.4.
Note that Theorems 2.10 and 2.12 do not require the Euclidean restriction. Thus, to
prove Theorem 2.9 for all CD manifolds, one would only have to generalize Theorem 2.13
to non-Euclidean oriented matroids. We conjecture that Theorem 2.13 holds for arbitrary
oriented matroids, but we have no proof.
Section 3 will prove the above theorems. Section 4 will give more limited results for
non-Euclidean oriented matroids.
Triangulations of oriented matroids are also of interest due to their connection to the
theory of convex polytopes. Section 5 will apply the main results of this paper to the theory
of matroid polytopes.
3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
The proofs of Theorems 2.10, 2.12, and 2.13 all rely on the notion of refinements in
oriented matroids. We begin in Section 3.1 by defining refinements and proving some basic
properties which hold for all oriented matroids. More sophisticated properties that one
might wish to hold for refinements have only been proven for Euclidean oriented matroids:
these will be proven in Section 3.4.
3.1. Refinements in oriented matroids
Given an oriented matroid M with elements E, we let M
D
(‘‘M doubled’’) be the oriented
matroid obtained from M by replacing each element x of E with two parallel elements
x
1
, x
2
. Thus M
D
has elements E
1
XR E
2
, with M
D
(E
1
):M
D
(E
2
):M, and x`
1
x~
2
is a circuit
of M
D
for every nonloop x3M.
Definition 3.1. Let M be an oriented matroid with elements E, and let ‚
1
and ‚
2
be two
simplicial complexes, each with vertex set contained in E. Let M
D
be as above, and consider
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‚0
1
as a subset of E
1
, ‚0
2
as a subset of E
2
. Then we define
R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
)"M(p, q)3‚
1
]‚
2
:p`q~ is a vector of M
D
N .
This set is ordered by inclusion: (pˆ, qˆ) (p, q) if pL -p and qˆ-q.
In all of our applications, each simplex of each ‚
i
will be an independent set of elements
of M. Most notably, in Section 3.4 we will show that if ‚
1
and ‚
2
are triangulations of
a Euclidean oriented matroid M then R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) is the face lattice of a PL common
refinement of ‚
1
and ‚
2
. We offer two remarks to make this more plausible.
First of all, if M is realizable then we can see R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) geometrically as follows:
Imagine M is realized as a configuration of unit vectors in Rn, and each triangulation ‚
i
,
i"1, 2, is realized as a straight triangulation of the unit sphere with these vectors as
vertices. The overlapping simplices divide Sn~1 into cells, giving a cell complex R refining ‚
1
and ‚
2
. This cell complex is PL since each cell is the intersection of two convex sets in Sn~1.
To see that the face lattice of R is just R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
), note that a simplex p of ‚
1
and a simplex
q of ‚
2
intersect to give a cell of R if and only if the interior of the convex hull of p intersects
the interior of the convex hull of q on the unit sphere. That is, p and q intersect to give a cell if
and only if there is some point p on the unit sphere that can be expressed as a linear
combination in two ways:
p"+
sl |p
a
s
sl"+
t
l |q
b
t
tl , a
s
, b
t
’0∀sl , tl .
Thus
+
sl |p
a
s
sl!+
t
l |q
b
t
tl"0, a
s
, b
t
’0∀sl , tl .
Thus, p and q give a cell of our refinement if and only if p`q~ is a vector of M
D
. It follows
that:
PROPOSITION 3.2. If M is realizable and ‚
1
and ‚
2
are two triangulations of M then
R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) is a P‚ common refinement of ‚
1
and ‚
2
.
Our second remark is to note that R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) gives a PL cell complex even for
non-realizable oriented matroids. We can see this by considering the dual oriented matroid
M*
D
. This is the oriented matroid whose set of covectors is the set of vectors of M
D
. The
Topological Representation Theorem (stated in the Appendix) says that the covectors of
a rank n oriented matroid describe a decomposition of Sn~1 by pseudospheres. In particu-
lar, the set of covectors of M*
D
is a PL cell complex, and clearly R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) is a subcomplex.
Thus we have:
PROPOSITION 3.3. If M is any oriented matroid and ‚
1
and ‚
2
are simplicial complexes
with vertex sets contained in E then R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) is the face lattice of a P‚ cell complex.
Notation: To reinforce the intuition that p`q~ represents a geometric intersection of DpD
and DqD, we denote a cell of the form p`q~ by pDWDq.
The remainder of this section will prove reassuring properties of refinements.
LEMMA 3.4. (1) If X and ‰ are two simplicial complexes (not necessarily disjoint) then
R
M
(XX‰, ‚)"R
M
(X, ‚)XR
M
(‰, ‚).
(2) „he dimension of a cell pDWDq is DpD#DqD!rank(M(pXq))!1.
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The first statement above follows immediately from the definition, and the second
follows from the Topological Representation Theorem.
PROPOSITION 3.5. If ‚ is a partial triangulation of M and x is an element of M which is not
a loop then there is a unique minimal simplex of ‚ with x in its convex hull.
Proof. We induct on rank (M). Certainly, the result is true in rank 1 or 2. Let e be an
element of ‚0 such that Me, xN is independent, and consider R
M
(Me, xN, ‚). We check that:
f R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) is a one-dimensional pseudomanifold with boundary. eDWDe is a bound-
ary point (the only boundary point of the form eDWDq, by the convexity condition for
triangulations). Every 0-cell of the form Me, xNDWDq is in exactly two maximal cells, and
every cell of the form xDWDq is a boundary point.
f No component of R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) has two boundary points of the form xDWDq.
The first item above implies that there is at least one boundary point of the form xDWDq.
The second item shows there is only one such boundary point, and hence only one simplex
q of ‚ with x in the interior of its convex hull.
To prove the first item, first note that R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) has dimension less than two, by the
previous lemma, and is nonempty since it contains eDWDe. The induction hypothesis
promises that x is in the interior of the convex hull of a unique simplex p of link(e) in M/e.
Thus, in M
D
we have a vector X supported on p
1
XMe
1
, x
2
N with X (p
1
)"# and
X(x
2
)"!. Composing this with the vector e`
1
e~
2
, we get a one-dimensional cell
Me, xNDWD(pXMeN). Thus R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) has dimension exactly one.
Note that Me, xNDWD(pXMeN) is the only one-dimensional cell of R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) with eDWDe
as a face: the convexity condition for triangulations precludes faces of the form eDWDu, and
the uniqueness of p precludes any other faces of the form Me, xNDWDu.
Consider a 0-cell Me, xNDWDq. Then q cannot be a maximal simplex, and so
link(q) is a partial triangulation of M/q. By induction, there will be simplices q
e
and q
x
of
link
L
(q) so that q`
e
e~ and q`
x
x~ are vectors in M/q. These will be two different simplices
since e and x are antiparallel in M/q. The vector q`
e
e~ in M/q gives a vector »
e
in M with
»
e
(q
e
)"#, »
e
(e)"!, and »
e
(EC(qXq
e
XMeN))"0. Composing the vector q`Me, xN~
with this vector, we get a cell Me, xNDWD(qXq
x
) containing Me, xNDWDq. Similarly, we get
a second cell Me, xNDWD(qXq
x
) containing Me, xNDWDq, and so Me, xNDWDq is in exactly two
1-cells.
The remaining step for the first item to check is that any 0-cell of the form
xDWDq is in exactly one 1-cell. Note that the boundary of star(q) is a partial triangulation of
M/MxN. By the second statement of Lemma 3.4, any cell of R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) containing
xDWDq has the form Me, xNDWDq@. If there were two such cells Me, xNDWDq
1
and Me, xNDWDq
2
, then
in M/MxN we would have e in the interiors of the convex hulls of two different simplices
qJ
1
-q
1
and qJ
2
-q
2
of the partial triangulation Lstar(q), contradicting the induction
hypothesis.
Finally, to prove the second item, we note that each component of R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) can
naturally be directed ‘‘from e to x’’ as follows. For any 1-cell Me, xNDWDq, we consider the
vectors e`
1
x`
1
q~
2
and e`
1
e~
2
in M
D
. Eliminating e
1
between these two vectors, we get a vector
e`
2
x`
1
qJ ~
2
or e`
2
qJ ~
2
, qJ
2
-q
2
, and hence a face Me, xNDWDqJ or eDWDqJ of Me, xNDWDq. We direct the
1-cell Me, xNDWDq from this face to its other face, making R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) a directed graph. One
easily checks each component of R
M
(Me, xN, ‚) is either a directed cycle or a directed path
from eDWDe to a 0-cell xDWDq. K
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LEMMA 3.6. (1) If ‚ is a partial triangulation of M and p is an independent set of elements
in M, then R
M
(p, ‚) is a pseudomanifold with boundary R
M
(Lp, ‚) and has pure dimension
DpD!1.
(2) If ‚
1
and ‚
2
are two partial triangulations of M then R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) is a pseudomanifold
of pure dimension rank(M)!1.
Proof. First note that R
M
(p, ‚) has dimension at most DpD!1, by Lemma 3.4, and is
nonempty, by Proposition 3.5.
Let pˆDWDq be a maximal cell of R
M
(p, ‚), and assume by way of contradiction that pˆDWDq
has dimension less than DpD!1. Then by the second statement of Lemma 3.4 we know that
either DqD(rank(M(pˆXq)) or pˆOp.
If DqD(rank(M(pˆXq)), then some s3p9 is nonzero in M/q. The link of q is a partial
triangulation of M/q, and so by Proposition 3.5 R
M@q(MsN, linkL(q)) is non-empty. Thus, in
M/q we have a vector qJ `s~, where qJ is some simplex in link
L
(q). In M this gives a vector
» such that »(qJ )"!, »(s)"#, and » (EC(qXqJ XMsN))"0. Composing the vector pˆ`q~
with », we see that pˆ`(qXqJ )~ is a vector of M, contradicting maximality of pˆDWDq.
Thus, we may assume DqD"rank(M(pˆXq)). Then if pˆOp, we consider two cases: either
p is contained in span(pˆXq) or it is not.
In the first case, we note that span(pˆXq) is spanned positively by q in M/pˆ, and
so any s3pCpˆ is in the convex hull of q in M/pˆ. Thus, we have a vector s`qˆ~ in M/pˆ
with qˆ-q, and a composition as before gives a vector (pˆXMsN)`q~ in M, contradicting
maximality of pDWDq.
In the second case, we know that some s3pCpL is a nonloop in M/q, and that
link
L
(q) is a partial triangulation of M/q. Thus, by Proposition 3.5, R
M@q(MsN, linkL(q))
is non-empty, and so as above we get a vector (pˆXMsN)`(qXqJ )~ in M, contradicting
maximality of pˆDWDq.
Finally, we need to show that every cell pDWDq of dimension DpD!2 is contained in
exactly two cells of dimension DpD!1, and every cell pˆDWDq of dimension DpD!2 with pˆdp is
in exactly one cell of dimension DpD!1.
For any cell pDWDq of dimension DpD!2, we have that DqD"rank(M(pXq))!1. So
(M/q)(p) is rank 1 and totally cyclic, and so p has elements in the convex hull in M/q of
exactly two simplices of link(q). The same argument as above then shows that these give
exactly two maximal simplices of R
M
(p, ‚) containing pDWDq.
For any cell pˆDWDq of dimension DpD!2 with pˆdp, the second statement of Lemma 3.4
implies that DpCpL D"1 and DqD"rank(M(pˆXq)). Let MsN"pCpL .
If s is in the span of q, then composition as above shows that pDWDq is a maximal cell.
Further, pˆDWDq is not contained in any other maximal cell pˆDWDqˆ since by Lemma 3.4 no such
cell could have greater dimension.
If s is not in the span of q, then s is a nonloop in M/q, and so as in the similar case in the
proof of pure dimension we get a a unique maximal cell pDWD(qXqJ ) containing pˆDWDq.
To prove the second statement, note that the first statement implies that R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) has
pure dimension rank(M)!1. It remains to show that any cell pDWDq of dimension
rank(M)!2 is in exactly two cells of dimension rank(M)!1.
If either p or q is maximal, then this follows from the first statement of the lemma. The
only remaining case is when DpD"DqD"rank(M)!1 and rank(pXq)"rank(M)!1. Then
M/q"M/p is rank 1, and each of the two 0-simplices t
1
, t
2
of link(q) is parallel in M/q to
exactly one of the 0-simplices s
1
, s
2
of link(p): we will assume t
i
is parallel to s
i
. As above, this
gives exactly two cells (pXs
1
)DWD(qXt
1
) and (pXs
2
)DWD(qXt
2
) in R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) containing
pDWDq. K
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LEMMA 3.7. ‚et p and q be two independent sets in M. If x is in the interior of the convex
hull of some face pJ -p and & is the stellar subdivision of p adding x in the interior of pJ , then
R
M
(&, q) is P‚ equivalent to R
M
(p, q).
Proof. We consider two cases:
1. If R
M
(p, q)"0, then we want to show R
M
(&, q)"0. Assume by way of contradiction
that R
M
(&, q) has a cell pˆDWDqˆ. Then certainly x3p9 and M
D
has a vector pˆ`qˆ~. We also have
a vector pJ `x~. Thus, by the vector elimination axiom for oriented matroids, M
D
has
a vector pˆª `qˆª ~ with pˆª -p and qˆª -q, a contradiction.
2. If R
M
(p, q)O0, then we want to show R
M
(&, q) is a PL ball. The proof is by induction
on DpD, and within that induction on DqD. If p or q has order 1 or 2, then the result is clear
because then M(pXq) is realizable.
For larger p, we first consider the case that pDWDq is not a cell of R
M
(p, q). By covector
composition we see that R
M
(p, q) has a unique maximal simplex pˆ DWDqˆ, and
R
M
(p, q)"R
M
(pˆ, qˆ). Note that R
M@(pˆ Xqˆ ) (pCpL , qCqL )"0. Thus, by Case 1, we see that if pJ -pˆ
then R
M
(&, q)"R
M
(&K , qL ), where &K is the stellar subdivision of pˆ adding x in the interior of pJ ,
and if pJ ¶pˆ then R
M
(&, q)OR
M
(pˆ, qˆ). In the latter case this completes the proof, and in the
former case our induction hypothesis completes the proof.
We are left with the case that pDWDq is a cell of R
M
(p, q). We first check that R
M
(&, q) is
contractible. M
D
has vectors p`q~ and pJ ~x`. Composing these, we get a vector x`p`q~. In
the pseudosphere picture of the covectors of M*
D
, this covector is a PL ball with boundary
R
M
(p, q)XR
M
(&, q)XS
1
, where S
1
"Mx`pˆ`qˆ~3»*(M*
D
) DpJ -pL -p, qL -q, (pL , qL )O(p, q)N.
Since R
M
(p, q) is a ball (the closure of a single cell), the closure of its complement in the
boundary of the ball x`p`q~ is again a ball. This closure is R
M
(&, q)XS
1
XS
2
, where
S
2
"MpL `qL ~Dx`pL `qL ~3S
1
N, by Lemma A.16. But clearly every element of S
1
collapses out
through the corresponding element of S
2
, so this ball collapses to R
M
(&, q).
It remains to check that the boundary of R
M
(&, q) is a PL sphere. This boundary
is (R
M
(&, q)WR
M
(p, q))XMx`pL `qL ~3R
M
(&, q)DpJ -pL XSLp, some SLpN"(R
M
(&, q)W
R
M
(p, q))X(Xp8 )pˆ :pRM(&K , q)), where &K is again the stellar subdivision of pˆ adding x in the
interior of pJ . If pL `qL ~3LR
M
(p, q), define
o (pˆ`qˆ~)"G
R
M
(pL , qL ) if p8 ¶pL
R
M
(&K , qˆ) if p8 -pˆ.
The induction hypothesis says o(pˆ`qˆ~) is a PL ball, and we have seen that
LR
M
(&, q)"ZpL `qL ~|LK RM (p, q)o(pL `qL ~). Note that o (RM (p1, q1)WRM (p2, q2))"o (RM (p1, q1))
Wo(R
M
(p
2
, q
2
)) for any p
1
, p
2
, q
1
, q
2
. So the boundary of R
M
(p, q) a PL sphere implies that
the boundary of R
M
(&, q) is a PL sphere as well. K
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.10
Recall the statement of the theorem from Section 2.4:
THEOREM 2.10. If p is a cell of a CD manifold, M (p) is the oriented matroid at p, and ‚(p)
is the boundary of the star of p, then ‚ (p) is a triangulation of M(p).
Note that ‚ (p) clearly satisfies the first three conditions to be a triangulation. The
following lemma shows that the recursive condition holds for codimension one simplices
u in ‚ (p).
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LEMMA 3.8. If u is a codimension one simplex of ‚(p) and uXMyN, uXMzN are the two
maximal simplices containing u, then y`z` is a circuit in M (p)/u.
Proof. Since M(p)/u is rank one and uXMyN, uXMzN are independent in M(p), either
y`z` or y`z~ is a circuit in M (p)/u.
Let p@ be a cell in the CD manifold such that *(p@)"*(p)Xu and p3Lp@. Then by
Lemma A.15, M(p@)/u is a rank one oriented matroid which weak maps to M(p)/u. Thus,
if y`z~ were a circuit of M(p)/u then it would be a circuit of M(p@)/u as well. This would
imply a vector X of M(p@) supported on uXMy, zN with X(y)"# and X (z)"!. It is easy
to check that ‰"*(p@)` is a vector of M(p@). The composition ‰°X would then be
u`*(p)`y`z~. By Lemma A.2, this is a composition of conformal circuits. Any independent
subset of uX*(p)XMyN is a simplex in the boundary of star(*(p@)), and so any such circuit
which was nonzero on z would give a contradiction to the convexity condition for CD
manifolds. Thus y`z` is a circuit in M(p)/u. K
This gives the first step of an inductive proof for Theorem 2.10:
Proof. The remaining step is to show that if u is a simplex of the boundary ‚ of
star(*(p)) then link
L
(u) is a triangulation of (M(p)/u) (link
L
(u)0). We do this by induction on
the codimension of u.
Again, note that the first two conditions for a triangulation clearly hold for
(M(p)/u)(link
L
(u)0), and if l is a simplex in link
L
(u) then l is independent in M(p)/u.
If the codimension of u is one, then Lemma 3.8 shows that link
L
(u) is a triangulation of
(M(p)/u) (link
L
(u)0). So assume the result for codimension (c!1) simplices in star(*(p@)) for
any p@, and consider u of codimension c. Let l be a simplex in link
L
(u), and assume by
way of contradiction that there is some x3 link
L
(u)0 such that l`x~ is a circuit in
(M(p)/u) (link
L
(u)0). If N is some basis of M(p)/u containing l, then $(l`x~) are the
only two circuits supported on NXMxN; if there were another such circuit, circuit elimina-
tion would give a circuit supported on N.
Consider a cell p@ of our CD manifold such that *(p@)"*(p)Xu and pLLp@
(see Fig. 2).
Then by the induction hypothesis, link
L
(uXl) is a partial triangulation of M(p@) /(uXl),
and so by Proposition 3.5 either M(p@)/u has a vector supported on lXMxN or x is in the
interior of the convex hull of a unique simplex q of link
L
(uXl) in M(p@) /(uXl). Either case
gives a vector X in M (p@)/u supported on qXlXMxN, for some q a (possibly empty) simplex
of link
L
(uXl), with X (q)"#, X(x)"!. Since, by Lemma A.15, M(p@)/u,M(p)/u,
this vector must contain a vector of M(p)/u. Since N"qXl is independent in M (p)/u, this
vector must be $(l`x~). Thus X"l`q`x~.
Fig. 2. Figure for Theorem 2.10.
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In M(p@), then, we must have a vector ‰.X supported on lXqXuXMxN. It is easy to
see that M(p@) also has a vector Z"*(p@)`. The composition Z °‰"*(p)`u`l`q`x~ is
a product of conformal circuits (by Lemma A.2), and any independent subset of
*(p)XuXlXq is a simplex of Lstar(*(p@)), and so we get x in the convex hull of a simplex in
Lstar(*(p@)), a contradiction.
The recursive condition for link
L
(u) follows from the induction hypothesis. K
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2.12
Recall the statement of the theorem:
THEOREM 2.12. For any simple oriented matroid M, the following are equivalent:
1. M has a triangulation.
2. M is totally cyclic.
3. M has a triangulation which is a P‚ sphere.
Proof. We prove (1)N(2)N(3)N(1).
(1)N(2): We prove this by induction on rank(M). Certainly it is true for rank 2 oriented
matroids. Now, for a rank r oriented matroid, suppose M were not totally cyclic, so that any
positive vector A` of M had rank less than rank(M).
Let A` be a maximal such vector. If A"0, then M is acyclic, and so M has an extreme
element p. Then M/p is also acyclic. Otherwise, let p be an element of A. We then claim M/p
is not totally cyclic.
Assume by way of contradiction M/p had a vector B` of rank rank(M)!1. Then the
rank of BXMpN in M is rank(M), and so B¶A. In M we must have a vector X supported on
BXMpN such that X (B)"#. Then the composition A`°X is a positive vector with more
elements than A, contradicting maximality of A.
Thus, if M is not totally cyclic then M has an element p such that M/p is not totally
cyclic. By the final condition of the definition of triangulation, the link of p in our given
triangulation is itself a triangulation of (M/MpN) (star(p)0). But this contradicts our induction
hypothesis. Thus M must be totally cyclic.
(2)N(3): We first find a sequence of disjoint subsets C
1
, C
2
, 2 , Cj of the set E of
elements of M such that
f rank(Zj
i/1
C
i
)"rank(M),
f C
j
is a positive circuit in M, and
f C
i
is a positive circuit (not a loop) in M/(C
i`1
X2XC
j
) for all i(j.
The existence of such a sequence can be proven by induction on rank(M). If rank(M)"1,
then any positive circuit C
1
is the entire sequence. Otherwise, let C be a positive circuit in M.
By induction, we can find a sequence C
1
, C
2
, 2, Cj{ of subsets of M/C satisfying the above
conditions for M/C. So adding C"C
j{`1
to this sequence gives the sequence for M.
We now induct on DECZ j
i/1
C
i
D. First consider the case when E"Z j
i/1
C
i
. Let
CK
i
"MSdC
i
N. Then induction on j shows that S
1
"CK
1*
2*CK j is a triangulation of
M(Zj
i/1
C
i
). This simplicial complex is a join of spheres, hence is a sphere.
Above this minimal case, let x3ECZ j
i/1
C
i
, and let S be a triangulation of MCx. Then
by Proposition 3.5 there exists a unique minimal simplex F of S with x in its convex hull. We
now take a stellar subdivision of S adding x in the interior of F to get a new simplicial
complex S@. S@ is easily seen to be a triangulation of M. K
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3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.13
Recall the statement of the theorem:
THEOREM 2.13. If M is a Euclidean oriented matroid and ‚
1
, ‚
2
are two triangulations of
M, then there exists a P‚ common refinement R
M
(‚
1
, ‚
2
) of ‚
1
and ‚
2
.
See Section A.4 in the Appendix for background on Euclideanness.
LEMMA 3.9. If M is an oriented matroid, ‚ is a triangulation of M, p"M f, gNLE is
independent in M, and (M, f, g) is a Euclidean oriented matroid program, then R
M
(p, ‚) is
a refinement of DDpDD.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, no 0-cell of R
M
(p, ‚) has the form pDWDq with q a maximal
simplex. We will first deal with the case that some 0-cell in R
M
(p, ‚) is of the form pDWDq,
with q of codimension greater than 1. In this case we will perturb ‚ to get rid of this cell.
Let u be a simplex of ‚ not of codimension 1 such that pDWDu is a 0-cell in R
M
(p, ‚). Let
t
0
be an element of u and let q"Mt
0
, t
1
, 2tkN be a maximal simplex of ‚ containing u. Let
M@"MXt@
0
be the lexicographic extension of M by [t`
0
t~
1
t~
2 2t~k ]. Let ‚@ be the simplicial
complex obtained from ‚ by replacing t
0
with t@
0
. Then by Lemmas A.22, A.24 and A.26 ‚@ is
a triangulation of M@Ct
0
.
Let q@"(qXt@
0
)Ct
0
. We then check that pDWDq@ is a cell of R
M{
(p, ‚@). By Lemma A.21,
t~
0
(q@)` is a vector of M@. Composing with the vector p~u`, we get a vector p~(q@)`t`
0
. Since
t
0
3u, by Lemma A.16 the vectors p~q@`t`
0
and t~
0
q@` in M@ give a vector p~q@`.
Now note R
M
(p, ‚) is obtained from R
M{
(p, ‚@) by replacing the subcomplex
R
M{
(p, star
L{
(t@
0
)) with R
M
(p, star
L
(t
0
)). If p`l~3R
M{
(p, star
L{
(t@
0
)), then by Lemma A.24 the
signed set p`l~t~
0
is a covector of M@. The complex Mp`l~t~
0
: p`l~3R
M{
(p, star
L{
(t@
0
))N
collapses to R
M
(p, star
L
(t
0
)) by a sequence of elementary collapses through the cells of
R
M{
(p, star
L{
(t
0
)). Thus R
M
(p, ‚) is homotopic to R
M{
(p, ‚@). Lemma A.24 tells us that by
replacing t
0
with t@
0
we have created no new ‘‘bad’’ 0-cells. Thus, by a sequence of
perturbations we can remove all bad 0-cells from R
M
(p, ‚) to get a refinement R
M{{
(p, ‚@@)
which is homotopic to R
M
(p, ‚). Below we will show that R
M{{
(p, ‚@@) is a PL 1-ball. So
R
M
(p, ‚) is a one-dimensional pseudomanifold homotopic to a PL 1-ball, and hence is also
a 1-ball.
So, assuming all our 0-cells come from codimension 1 simplices:
We induct on the number of cells of R
M
(p, ‚). Lemma 3.4 tells us R
M
(p, ‚) has at least
one 1-cell. If R
M
(p, ‚) has more than one 1-cell, then it has a 0-cell of the form pDWDq for
some codimension 1 simplex q.
Since (M, f, g) is Euclidean, we can take a single-element extension M@"MXMxN such
that x`f~ is a circuit of M/g and ‰(x)"0 for each of the two cocircuits of M@ with ‰(q)"0.
Thus Mx, f, gN and qXMxN are dependent in M@. Since M@(pXqXMxN) is realizable and p`q~ is
a vector of M@, we see that x3conv(p) Wconv(q) (See Fig. 3). By Lemma 3.7, it then suffices
to show that R
M{
(M f, xN, ‚)XR
M{
(Mx, gN, ‚) is a PL 1-ball.
Let q
1
"qXMt
1
N be one of the two maximal simplices of ‚ containing q. Then pDWDq
1
is
a cell of R
M
(p, ‚), and so by Lemma 3.7 either M f, xNDWDq
1
is a cell or Mx, gNDWDq
1
is a cell.
Assume M f, xNDWDq
1
is a cell, so that f `x`q~
1
is a vector of M@
D
. Then in the rank 1 oriented
matroid M@
D
/q, we have circuits f`t~
1
and f `g`, and thus we have the third vector t`
1
g`.
This is in fact a circuit, since gXq and t
1
Xq are independent sets in M. Thus, in M@
D
we have
no vector g~t`
1
q`x~, and so Mx, gNDWDq
1
is not a cell. Thus, R
M
(Mx, gN, ‚) has fewer cells than
R
M
(p, ‚), and so by induction it is a 1-ball.
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Fig. 3.
Now consider the other simplex q
2
"qXMt
2
N of ‚ containing q. Certainly pDWDq
2
is a cell
of R
M
(p, ‚). Assume by way of contradiction that both M f, xNDWDq
1
and M f, xNDWDq
2
are cells.
Then M@
D
/q has vectors f `t~
1
and f`t~
2
, and thus a vector t`
1
t~
2
. But this last vector is also
a vector of M@/q, contradicting the recursive axiom for oriented matroid triangulations.
Thus R
M
(M f, xN, ‚) also has fewer cells than R
M
(p, ‚), and so by induction it is a 1-ball.
Finally, we note that these two 1-balls have exactly one endpoint in common and no
interior points in common (since their union is a pseudomanifold). Thus R
M
(p, ‚) is
a 1-ball. K
Theorem 2.13 is a corollary of the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.10. If M is an oriented matroid, ‚ is a partial triangulation of M, pLE is
independent in M, and (M, f, g) is a Euclidean oriented matroid program for every f, g3p, then
R
M
(p, ‚) is a refinement of DDpDD.
Proof. We induct on rank(M). If rank(M)"1 then ‚"S0 and all is clear.
Within this induction we induct on DpD. If DpD"1 then Proposition 3.5 tells us R
M
(p, ‚) is
a point. The case DpD"2 is covered by Lemma 3.9. So assume that we know R
M
(pˆ, ‚) is a PL
refinement of DDpˆDD for every pˆdp.
We first use these two induction hypotheses to show that R
M
(p, ‚) is a PL manifold with
boundary. That is, we will show that the star of a cell pˆDWDq in R
M
(p, ‚) is a PL ball. It
suffices to show this for pˆDWDq a 0-cell.
If q"MtN, then let & be the simplicial complex of all subsets of p not containing pˆ. Then
D&D is a PL sphere if pˆ"p and a PL ball otherwise, and every simplex of & is independent in
M/t. Thus, by our induction hypothesis, R
M@t
(&, link
L
(t)) is a PL sphere or ball. Note that
a cell pJ DWDqJ is in R
M@t
(&, link
L
(t)) if and only if (pJ XpL )DWD(qJ Xt) is in star
RM(p,L) (pˆDWDq)C(pˆDWDq).
This gives an isomorphism from R
M@t
(&, link
L
(q)) to star
RM(p,L)(pˆDWDq)C(pˆDWDq), and hence
a PL homeomorphism from R
M@t
(&, link
L
(q)) to the boundary of star
RM(p,L) (pˆDWDq).
If DqD’1, then let t be an element of q. Since pˆXq is a minimal dependent set, we
have that p is independent in M/t. So by induction R
M@t
(p, link
L
(t)) is a PL manifold
with boundary, and so the boundary of star
RM@t(p, -*/,L(t)) (pL DWD (qCt)) is a PL ball or
sphere. Note that a cell pJ DWDqJ is in star
RM@t(p, -*/,L(t))(pˆDWD(qCt)) if and only if pJ DWD(qJ Xt) is in
star
RM(p,L) (pˆDWDq). As before, this gives a PL homeomorphism between the boundaries of the
two stars.
So, we know that R
M
(p, ‚) is a PL manifold with boundary. To show that R
M
(p, ‚) is
a PL refinement of DDpDD, we use our induction hypothesis on DpD and Lemma A.29 in the
appendix. This lemma tells us that for any collection of cocircuits M„
1
, „
2
, 2 , „jN there
exists an extension (MXMx
1
, x
2
, 2, xjN, g, f ) of (M, g, f ) so that each xi is parallel to f and
goes through „
i
.
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The idea is: using this lemma, we will choose two elements f, g3p and slice R
M
(p, ‚) into
a sequence of wedges R
M{
(p
i
, ‚) by stellar subdivisions along the edge DMf, gND. Then we will
show each wedge collapses to one of its faces, so by our induction hypothesis R
M{
(p
i
, ‚) is
a refinement of DDp
i
DD. Finally, we note that the union of these wedges is a PL ball, so by
Lemma 3.7 we know R
M
(p, ‚):Z
i
R
M{
(p
i
, ‚) is a PL ball.
Now, for the details:
Assume we know our result for DpD!1. If pˆDWDq is a 0-cell of R
M
(p, ‚) with f, g3p9 and
DqD)rank(M)!2, we define a rank (rank(M)!1) set H (q) by:
f If rank(M(qX (pˆCM f, gN)))"rank(M)!1 then let H(q)"qX (pˆCM f, gN). (This will be
the case if M is uniform, for instance.)
f If not, choose some „LE such that rank(M(qX(pCM f, gN)X„))"rank(M)!1,
rank(M(qX(pCM f N)X„))"rank(M), and rank(M(qX (pCMgN)X„))"rank(M), and
let H(q)"qX (pCM f, gN)X„.
We first check that every extension x of (M, g, f ) parallel to f with rank(H(q)Xx)
"rank(M)!1 is in conv(M f, gN) :
If x is parallel to f in (M, g, f ), then either x`f~g~ or x`f ~g` is a circuit of M. Assume
by way of contradiction x`f ~g` is a circuit of M. Then in M/H(q), the signed set x`f ~g` is
a vector. But also x~ is a vector in M/H(q), and so f ~g` is a vector of M/H (q). By the
independence conditions we put on our choice of H (q), we know this is in fact a circuit. But
we have a cell pˆDWDq, where f, g3pˆ and q and pˆCM f, gN are subsets of H (q), and so the vector
pˆ`q~ in M gives a circuit f`g` in M/H(q), a contradiction. Thus the extension x is in
conv(M f, gN).
We now extend (M, g, f ) by extensions through all the H (q) (see Fig. 4). Let M@ be the
resulting oriented matroid.
This gives an ordered sequence of extensions f"x
0
, x
1
, 2 , xk"g as shown in Fig. 4.
(We know this sequence is ordered because it gives a refinement of the 1-simplex M f, gN.)
Now consider the set of simplices p
i
"(pCM f, gN)XMx
i
, x
i`1
N, for 0)i(k.
Assume by way of contradiction that R
M{
(p
i
, ‚) has a 0-cell of the form pˆ
i
DWDq, where
x
i
, x
i`1
3p9
i
-p
i
. Then since x
i
and x
i`1
are in conv(M f, gN), we get a 0-cell pˆDWDq in
R
M
(p, ‚), with f, g3pˆ. So consider the H (q) we chose earlier. An argument like the earlier
one shows that the extension x given by H (q) comes between x
i
and x
i`1
in the order along
the edge DDM f, gNDD, a contradiction. So, just as in Fig. 4, each of the cell complexes R
M{
(p
i
, ‚)
has no 0-cells in its interior.
To make things really easy from here, we will take even thinner wedges. For each x
i
Og,
we extend M@ lexicographically by [x`
i
g`] to get a new element y
i
(see Fig. 5). Let M@@
denote the resulting oriented matroid.
Each wedge p
i
has been divided into a
i
"(p
i
Cx
i
)XMy
i
N and b
i
"(p
i
Cx
i~1
)XMy
i
N. Our
thinner wedges will again have no 0-simplices in their interior.
Fig. 4. Slicing up R
M
(p, ‚)
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Fig. 5. Slicing R
M
(p, ‚) even finer.
Now consider any maximal cell a
i
DWDq of R
M{{
(a
i
, ‚). This cell must have a codimension
one face in R
M{{
(a
i
Cx
i~1
, ‚) and some face in R
M{{
(a
i
Cy
i
, ‚). Thus this cell collapses to its face
in R
M{{
(a
i
Cy
i
, ‚). So R
M{{
(a
i
, ‚) collapses to R
M{{
(a
i
Cy
i
, ‚). Similarly, R
M{{
(b
i
, ‚) collapses to
R
M{{
(b
i
Cy
i
, ‚). By our induction hypothesis, the cell complexes R
M{{
(a
i
Cy
i
, ‚) and
R
M{{
(b
i
Cy
i
, ‚) are contractible. Thus R
M{{
(a
i
, ‚) and R
M{{
(b
i
, ‚) are contractible. It is a stan-
dard result in PL topology (cf. [11]) that a contractible PL manifold with boundary is
a ball. Thus R
M{{
(a
i
, ‚) and R
M{{
(b
i
, ‚) are PL refinements of a
i
and b
i
, respectively.
Putting these wedges together, we see Z
1)i:k
(R
M
(a
i
, ‚)XR
M
(b
i
, ‚))"
R
M
(Z
1)i:k
a
i
Xb
i
, ‚) is a refinement of Z (a
i
Xb
i
). Now note that Z(a
i
Xb
i
) is obtained
from p by a sequence of stellar subdivisions, so Lemma 3.7 tells us R
M
(p, ‚) is a PL
refinement of p. K
4. RESULTS FOR NON-EUCLIDEAN ORIENTED MATROIDS
Here we list encouraging results on triangulations of non-Euclidean oriented matroids.
We conjecture that all such triangulations are PL spheres.
PROPOSITION 4.1. If ‚ is any triangulation of an oriented matroid M and S is a triangula-
tion of M constructed by a sequence of stellar subdivisions as in the proof of„heorem 2.12, then
R
M
(‚, S) is a subdivision of DD‚DD.
Proof. Consider the sphere S
1
"C]
1*
2* C] j constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.12.
We first show that R
M
(q, S
1
) is a subdivision of DDqDD for any q3‚. Then Lemma 3.7 shows
that for each of the spheres S
i
constructed from S
1
in the proof of Theorem 2.12, the complex
R
M
(q, S
i
) is a subdivision of q.
We know (S0
1
)` is a vector of M
D
. Also, since every element of q is in the convex hull of
some simplex of S
1
, we know that for every t3q there is a pLS0
1
such that p`t~ is a vector
of M
D
. Composing these vectors, we see that (S0
1
)`q~ is a vector of M
D
. The boundary B of
this cell in the complex »*(M*
D
) is a sphere. The only faces of this sphere not in R
M
(q, S
1
) are
the covectors p`qL ~ with p containing one of the sets C
i
from the proof of Theorem 2.12
(here possibly qˆ"0). Thus R
M
(q, S
1
)"BCZj
i/1
Mb3B: b(C
i
)"#N. Let B
i
"
Mb3B :b(C
i
)"#N. We will show that the closure of each B
i
is a PL ball, that each
intersection B
i1
W2WBil is a PL ball, and that Z ji/1Bi is a PL manifold with boundary.
Thus Z j
i/1
B
i
is a contractible PL manifold with boundary. It follows that R
M
(q, S
1
) is the
complement of the interior of a maximal-dimensional PL ball Z j
i/1
B
i
in a PL sphere, and
hence is a PL ball.
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B
j
is the closed star of the cell C`
j
in B, and hence is a PL ball. Let Z"EC(S0
1
XqL ). Then
X"(S0
1
)`qL ~ is a maximal covector of M/Z. If i(j, then the covector C`
j
is 0 on all
elements of C
i
, and so the maximal face „ of X such that „(C
i
)"0 is nonzero. Consider the
covector „@"(!„) °X, which is maximal in M/Z. Then X(Ci)"„@(Ci)"#, and any
other covector ‰ of M/Z such that ‰(C
i
)"# has the property that for any e3E,
‰(e)3M0, X(e), „@(e)N. Thus by Corollary 4.2.11 and Proposition 4.3.2 in [2], the boundary
of the cell X has a shelling in which the cells in B
i
come first. Also, B
i
is a proper subcomplex
of B of maximal dimension. Hence B
i
is a PL ball.
Any intersection B
i1
W2WBil is nonempty because it contains the cell C`j . Such an
intersection has the same dimension as B and is shellable by the same argument as before,
and hence is a PL ball.
Finally, because each B
i
is a PL manifold with boundary, and any intersection of these
sets is a submanifold of maximal dimension in B, the union Z j
i/1
BM
i
is a PL manifold with
boundary. K
A simplicial complex of pure dimension is normal if for every two maximal simplices p, q
there is a path u
0
, u
1
, 2, uj of maximal simplices so that p"u0, q"uj, and ui~1Wui is
codimension 1 for every i.
PROPOSITION 4.2. If ‚ is a triangulation of M, then ‚ is normal.
Proof. Let p and q be two maximal simplices of ‚. If p"Mx
1
, x
2
, 2 , xrN, then extend
M to MXM f N by the lexicographic extension [x`
1
x`
2 2x`r ]. Note f is in conv(p) and is in
general position in MXM f N. Similarly, extend MXM f N to MXM f, gN, with g3conv(q) and
g in general position.
Now consider R
MXMf, gN
(M f, gN, ‚). The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.5
shows that this is a one-dimensional pseudomanifold with exactly 2 boundary points
f DWDp, gDWDq. Thus, one component of R
MXMf, gN
(M f, gN, ‚) is a path from f to g. Since f and
g are in general position, the 1-cells of this path have the form M f, gNDWDu, with u a maximal
simplex of ‚, and the interior 0-cells have the form M f, gNDWDl, with l a codimension
1 simplex of ‚. Thus the cells in this path give our sequence u
0
, u
1
, 2, uj. K
5. CONNECTION WITH ORIENTED MATROID POLYTOPES
The notion of triangulations of oriented matroids has applications to triangulations of
convex polytopes. In this section we relate the preceding results to earlier work on polytope
triangulations.
A convex polytope in an affine (r!1)-space A is the convex hull of a finite set of points in
A. By embedding A in R r, we see that a convex polytope in A gives an arrangement of
vectors in R r with all vectors in one half-space, and hence gives an acyclic oriented matroid.
This inspires a combinatorial notion of convex polytopes:
Definition 5.1 ([6]). An oriented matroid polytope is an acyclic oriented matroid M on
elements E such that for any e3E, e is not in the convex hull of ECe in M.
Oriented matroid polytopes are the most natural context in which to study certain
aspects of the theory of convex polytopes, such as Gale transforms.
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Definition 5.2. If M is an oriented matroid polytope, a face of M is a subset D of E such
that D`(ECD)~ is not a vector of M.
In [1] Billera and Munson defined a notion of triangulations of oriented matroid
polytopes as follows:
Definition 5.3. ([1]). Let M be a rank n oriented matroid polytope with elements E.
A matroid triangulation of M is a simplicial complex ‚ of pure dimension n!1 such that
f simplices of ‚ are independent sets in M,
f Z
A|L
A"E,
f for every extension MXq of M and for every A, B in ‚, q3conv(A)Wconv(B) implies
q3conv(AWB), and
f if D is a face of dimension n!2 of a simplex of ‚, and D is not a face of M, then D is
contained in precisely two maximal simplices of ‚.
Extensions of oriented matroids are a subject of considerable anxiety, as evidenced by
the problems we have seen with non-Euclidean oriented matroids (cf. also [9]). In this
section we give a new definition of matroid triangulations, inspired by CD manifolds, which
avoids referring to extensions. Proposition 5.5 will show that this definition is equivalent to
Billera and Munson’s.
Definition 5.4. If M is a rank n acyclic oriented matroid with elements E, a polytope
triangulation of M is an (n!1)-dimensional simplicial complex ‚ such that
f ‚0"E.
f ‚ is a pseudomanifold with boundary.
f If u is a simplex of ‚ then u is independent in M and conv(u)"u in M.
f Either
n"1, or
n’1, and
if u is contained in a face of M, then link
L
(u) is a polytope triangulation of
(M/u) (link
L
(u)0).
if u is not contained in a face of M and is non-maximal, then link
L
(u) is a triangula-
tion (in the sense of Definition 2.5) of (M/u) (link
L
(u)0).
PROPOSITION 5.5. If M is a matroid polytope, then these two notions of triangulations of
M coincide.
Proof. If ‚ is a polytope triangulation of M, then clearly ‚ satisfies all but the third
condition to be a matroid triangulation. Proposition 3.5 shows that the third condition is
satisfied as well.
Conversely, let ‚ be a matroid triangulation of M. Then clearly ‚ satisfies the first three
conditions to be a polytope triangulation. The final condition is proven by induction on the
codimension of u.
If u is codimension 1 and is contained in a face of M, then link
L
(u) is a single point and
hence is a polytope triangulation of (M/u) (link
L
(u)0). If u is codimension one and is not
contained in a face of M, then link
L
(u) consists of two points. To show they give
a triangulation of (M/u) (link
L
(u)0), it suffices to show (M/u) (link
L
(u)0) is totally cyclic, i.e.,
the two points lie on ‘‘opposite sides’’ of u.
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Imagine these two points t
1
, t
2
lay on the same side of u, so that (M/u) (link
L
(u)0) has
a vector t`
1
t~
2
. Let Mw
1
, w
2
, 2 , wn~1N be an ordering of the elements of u, and let MXMyN be
the lexicographic extension of M by [w`
1
w`
2 2w`n~1t`1 ]. Then by Lemma A.21 we know y is
in the interior of the convex hull of uXMt
1
N, and so (MXMyN)/u has a circuit t`
1
y~. By vector
elimination we see (MXMyN)/u also has a circuit t`
2
y~. This tells us that in MXMyN we have
two vectors X
1
, X
2
such that
f the support of X
i
is contained in uXMt
i
, yN and contains y,
f X
i
(t
i
)"#, and
f X
i
(y)"!.
By contravariance of y and elements of u (Lemma A.26), we then have that X
1
"u`t`
1
y~
and X
2
"u`t`
2
y~. Thus, the extension y is in the convex hull of two maximal simplices, but
is not in the intersection of these simplices, a contradiction.
So now assume we have proven the final condition for all u of codimension less than i,
and let u be codimension i. Certainly, link
L
(u) satisfies the first two and a half conditions to
be a triangulation of (M/u) (link
L
(u)0). The first hard part is to show that if l is a simplex of
link
L
(u), then conv(l)"l in (M/u) (link
L
(u)0).
We show this by another lexicographic extension argument. Imagine there were a vertex
t in link
L
(u) such that t3conv(l) in M/u. Then in M/u we would have a vector l`t~. Let
Mw
1
, w
2
, 2 , wn~1N be an ordering of the elements of u, and let MXMyN be the lexicographic
extension of M by [w`
1
w`
2 2w`n~1t`]. Then by Lemma A.21 we know y is in the interior of
the convex hull of uXMtN, and so (MXMyN) /u has a circuit t`y~. By vector elimination of
t we see (MXMyN) /u also has a circuit l`y~. The same contravariance argument as before
then shows that the extension y is in the convex hull of two simplices uXl and uXMtN of
‚ without being in their intersection, a contradiction.
It remains to show link
L
(u) satisfies the final condition to be a polytope triangulation.
But this is exactly what our induction hypothesis tells us. K
PROPOSITION 5.6. Every simple acyclic oriented matroid M has a polytope triangulation
which is a P‚ ball.
Proof. Take a single-element extension MXp of M such that MXp is totally cyclic.
Order the elements of MXp as Mp, e
1
, 2, ea, f1, 2, fbN, where Me1, 2, eaN is the set of
extreme elements of M and M f
1
, 2 , fbN are all other elements of M. Since M is acyclic,
there is a positive vector of rank rank(M) with support contained in Mp, e
1
, e
2
, 2, eaN. This
vector is a composition of positive circuits C @
1
, 2 , C @j by Lemma A.2. Using the construc-
tion in the proof of Theorem 2.12 with the sets C
i
"C @
i
CZ
l;i
C @
l
in the initial case, adding all
extreme elements of M before all non-extreme ones, we get a triangulation of MXp. By
induction, one can easily check that for each intermediate partial triangulation S
i
the
simplicial complex S
i
!star
Si
(p) is a PL ball which is a polytope triangulation of
M((S
i
!star
Si
(p))0). K
Note that this proof shows that to every ordering of the elements of a matroid polytope
there is an associated triangulation. It turns out that this association is the same as the one
described by Billera and Munson in [1] for their notion of triangulation.
One can describe a ‘‘common refinement’’ of any two polytope triangulations in the
same way as we did for triangulations of totally cyclic oriented matroids. As before, this
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‘‘refinement’’ is a regular cell complex. As a corollary to the results in the previous sections
we have:
COROLLARY 5.7. If M is an acyclic Euclidean oriented matroid, then any polytope tri-
angulation of M is a P‚ ball.
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APPENDIX: ORIENTED MATROIDS
For a more complete exposition on oriented matroids, see [2]. This Appendix summar-
izes those results from [2] used in this paper.
Oriented matroids are defined in Section 2. It is convenient to think of an oriented
matroid as a model for a finite arrangement of vectors in Rn. In particular, if an oriented
matroid M is realizable as an arrangement of vectors, then the following definitions have
their usual geometric meaning.
Let M"(E,V) be an oriented matroid.
Definition A.1. A circuit of M is a minimal nonzero vector of M.
Note. It is more common to use ‘‘circuits’’ to denote the minimal dependent sets of an
ordinary matroid and to use ‘‘signed circuits’’ for the minimal vectors of an oriented
matroid. Since ordinary matroids never appear in this paper, we shall be lazy on this point.
We say a composition X°‰ is conformal if X(e) ‰ (e)*0 for every e3E.
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LEMMA A.2 ([2] 3.7.2). Any vector X of an oriented matroid is a conformal composition of
circuits.
Definition A.3. Let A-E and x3E. The convex hull of A is the set conv
M
(A)"
AXMx3E: there is a subset B of A such that B`x~ is a circuit of MN.
The subscript will be suppressed when the oriented matroid is obvious.
Definition A.4. Two elements x, y of M are parallel if x`y~ is a circuit of M. They are
antiparallel if x`y` is a circuit of M.
Definition A.5. An element e of M is a loop if e`3V. M is simple if M has no loops
and no distinct parallel elements.
Definition A.6. Let A-E. A vector X is supported on A if X(e)"0 for all e not in A.
A.1. Operations on oriented matroids
The operations of deleting elements from a vector arrangement, projecting a vector
arrangement to a subspace, and moving vectors into more special position can all be
expressed in terms of oriented matroids.
Let ALE. If X :EPM!, 0, #N is a signed set and ALE, we denote XD
ECA
by XCA.
Definition A.7. The deletion MCA of A from M"(E,V) is the oriented matroid
(ECA,VCA), where
VCA"MXCA :X3V and X (A)"0N.
We will also denote MCA by M (ECA).
Definition A.8. Let M"(E,V ) be an oriented matroid, and let A-E. The contraction
M/A of M by A is the oriented matroid with elements ECA and vectors MXCA :X3VN.
If a :EPRn is a realization of M and A-E, then:
f a(ECA) is a realization of MCA, and
f If n :RnPRn/Sa(A)T is the orthogonal projection, then n(a (ECA)) is a realization
of M/A.
Definition A.9. A subset I of E is independent if no subset of I is the support of a nonzero
vector of M. I is a basis for M if I is a maximal independent set.
Any two bases of M have the same order (cf. [10]). Thus we can define:
Definition A.10. The rank of M is the order of a basis for M. The rank of a subset S of E is
the rank of M(S). An element x is in the span of a subset S of E if there is a vector
X supported on SXMxN such that X (x)O0.
Definition A.11. M is acyclic if V contains no positive vector. M is totally cyclic if
V contains a positive vector of rank rank(M).
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Say M is realized by a :EPRn. Then M is acyclic if and only if a(E) is contained in some
open half-space of Rn. M is totally cyclic if and only if a (E) is not contained in any closed
half-space of Rn.
Definition A.12. If M is acyclic, then x3E is extreme if x N conv(ECx).
Definition A.13. Let M
1
and M
2
be two oriented matroids on the same ground set E.
Then we say there is a strong map from M
1
to M
2
, denoted M
1
PM
2
, if every vector of
M
1
is a vector of M
2
.
Strong maps are the oriented matroid analog to linear maps. If M"(E,V) is an
oriented matroid and ALE, then M(ECA)PM/A.
We also have an oriented matroid analog to specializations of vector arrangements:
Definition A.14. Let M
1
and M
2
be two oriented matroids on the same set E. Then we
say M
2
is a specialization of M
1
, denoted M
1
,M
2
, if for every nonzero vector X of
M
1
there is a nonzero vector ‰ of M
2
such that X(e)"# whenever ‰(e)"# and
X(e)"! whenever ‰ (e)"!. (This is also known as a weak map from M
1
to M
2
.)
For instance, consider realizations a
1
:EPRn and a
2
:EPRn of two oriented matroids
M
1
and M
2
. If the vector arrangement a
1
(E) is obtained from a
2
(E) by perturbing vectors
into more general position, then M
1
,M
2
.
LEMMA A.15. If M
1
,M
2
and A is independent in M
2
then M
1
/A,M
2
/A.
Proof. Let X"B`C~ be a nonzero vector of M
1
/A. Then M
1
must have a
vector ‰.X supported on AXBXC. ‰ must contain a vector ‰I of M
2
. Since A is
independent, ‰I cannot be supported on A, and so ‰I CA is a nonzero vector in M
2
/A
contained in X. K
LEMMA A.16. If x~pJ ` and x`p`q~ are vectors of M with pJ -p then p`q~ is a vector
of M.
Proof. We induct on rank(M). The statement is clear in rank 1. For higher rank, by
vector elimination we know there is a nonzero vector of M of the form pˆ`qˆ~ for some pˆ-p,
qL-q. In the lower-rank oriented matroid M/(pˆXqˆ) we have a vector x`(pCpL )`(qCqL )~. The
induction hypothesis then gives a vector X of M supported on pXq with X(pCpL )"# and
X(qCqL )"!. Composing pˆ`qˆ~ with X, we get that p`q~ is a vector of M. K
A.2. Duality and the Topological Representation Theorem
Let E"Mx
1
, x
2
, 2 ,xkNLRn be a realization of a loop-free oriented matroid M. Let
h
i
be the normal hyperplane to x
i
, and let h`
i
be the half-space bounded by h
i
containing x
i
.
This arrangement Mh
1
, h
2
, 2, hkN of hyperplanes in Rn decomposes the unit sphere
Sn~1 into regular cells. Each cell can be specified by its relationship to each hyperplane H-
whether it lies on the positive side of H, the negative side, or is contained in H. Thus each
cell gives a signed set X :EPM!, 0, #N. These signed sets are exactly the nonzero vectors
of a rank k!n oriented matroid M*, called the dual to M.
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We can define the dual purely in terms of the vectors of M, so that any oriented matroid
has a unique dual. As one would hope from the terminology, (M*)*"M (see 3.4 in [2] for
details). The vectors of M* are called the covectors of M. Thus, an oriented matroid can be
specified by either its vectors or its covectors. The circuits of M* are called the cocircuits
of M.
Not every oriented matroid is realizable. However, the Topological Representation
Theorem ([4], [3]) tells us that in some geometric sense, every oriented matroid is ‘‘almost
realizable’’.
Definition A.17. A (d!1)-sphere S embedded in Sd is a pseudosphere if the closure of
each connected component of SdCS is homeomorphic to a d-ball.
A finite multisetA"(S
e
)
e|E
of pseudospheres in Sd is an arrangement of pseudospheres if:
f S
A
"Y
e|A
S
e
is a sphere, for all A-E.
f If S
A
¶S
e
for A-E, e3E, and S`
e
, S~
e
are the two sides of S
e
, then S
A
WS
e
is
a pseudosphere in S
A
with sides S
A
WS`
e
and S
A
WS~
e
.
Let A"(S
e
)
e|E
be a signed arrangement of pseudospheres, i.e., an arrangement of
pseudospheres on Sn~1 with a choice of positive side for each maximal pseudosphere. (For
an example, see Fig. 6.) Then A decomposes Sn~1 into regular cells, which we can specify
just as in the preceding example, with signed sets X :EPM!, 0, #N. Let V(A) be the
family of all such signed sets.
THEOREM A.18 (Topological Representation Theorem, [4]; [5]). ‚etL-M!, 0, #NE.
„hen the following are equivalent:
1. L is the set of covectors of a rank d loop-free oriented matroid.
2. L"V(A) for some signed arrangement A"(S
e
)
e|E
of pseudospheres in Sd~1 such
that Y
e|E
S
e
"0.
3. L"V(A) for some centrally symmetric signed arrangement A"(S
e
)
e|E
of pseudo-
spheres in Sd~1 such that Y
e|E
S
e
"0 and the induced cell complex on Sd~1 is shellable (and
hence P‚).
A.3. Extensions
Definition A.19. Let M"(E,V) be an oriented matroid, and let ALE. M is an
extension of M@ by A if MCA"M@. We write this M"M@XA.
One type of extension this paper makes use of is lexicographic extensions. For a realiz-
able oriented matroid, lexicographic extensions can be defined as follows.
Definition A.20. Let o :EPRn be a realization of an oriented matroid M, and let
Me
1
, 2 , emN be a subset of E. Let (a1, 2 , am)3M!, 0, #Nm be a sign vector. Then the
lexicographic extension of M by [ea1
12ea
m
m
] is the oriented matroid with realization
o@ :EXMxNPRn defined by
o@(e)"G
o (e) if e3E,
a
1
o (e
1
)#ea
2
o (e
2
)#2#em~1a
m
o (e
m
) if e"x
for an arbitrarily small positive constant e.
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Fig. 6. A rank 3 arrangement of pseudospheres.
We can see the geometric sense of this inductively. The extension of M by [e`
1
] is the
oriented matroid MXMxN with x parallel to e
1
. The extension of M by [e~
1
] has x antiparal-
lel to e
1
. The extension by [ea1
12eaii e`i`1] is obtained from the extension by [eai12eaii ] by
perturbing x towards e
i`1
. The extension by [eai
12eaii e~i`1] is obtained from the extension
by [ea1
1 2eaii ] by perturbing x away from ei`1.
This definition generalizes to non-realizable oriented matroids, though the definition
requires more background than we can give here. See Section 7.2 in [2] for the full definition
of lexicographic extensions. Some elementary properties of the lexicographic extension are
(cf. [12], [2] 7.2.6):
LEMMA A.21. ‚et M"(E,V) be an oriented matroid. If p"Me
1
, e
2
, 2 , ekN-E and
MXMxN is the lexicographic extension of M by [e`
1
e`
2 2e`k ] then x is in the interior of the
convex hull of p.
LEMMA A.22. If p as above is a basis for M then x is not in any circuit of MXMxN of rank
less than rank(M).
LEMMA A.23. If M@"MXMxN is the lexicographic extension of M by [ea1
1
ea2
2
eam
m
] and
M@@"M@XMyN is the lexicographic extension of M by [x`eam`1
m`1
] then M@@CMyN is the
lexicographic extension of M by [ea1
1
ea2
2
eam`1
m`1
].
As a consequence of the preceding lemma, we see by induction:
LEMMA A.24. If MXMxN is the lexicographic extension of M by [ea1
1
ea2
2
eam
m
] and
x`q`u~ is a vector of (MXMxN)CMe
1
N then x`ea1
1
q`u~ is a vector of MXMxN.
Definition A.25. Two elements x, y of M are contravariant if they have opposite signs in
all circuits which are nonzero on x and y.
LEMMA A.26. If M@"MXMxN is the lexicographic extension of M by [s`
1
s`
2 2s`k ] then:
1. s
1
and x are contravariant in M@.
2. s
i
and x are contravariant in M@/Ms
1
, s
2
, 2, si~1N.
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A.4 Euclidean Oriented Matroids
Definition A.27. An oriented matroid program contained in M"(E,V) is a triple
(M, g, f ), where f, g3E, g` NV, and f`NV*.
An element e is parallel to f in (M, f, g) if e`f~ is a circuit in M/g.
In a realizable oriented matroid, an oriented matroid program is given by a nonzero
element g and an element f which is not orthogonal to all other elements. An element e is
then parallel to f in (M, f, g) if the orthogonal projections of e and f onto go in the realization
of M are parallel.
Definition A.28. An oriented matroid program (M, g, f ) is Euclidean if for every cocir-
cuit ‰ of M such that ‰(g)O0 there exists a single-element extension MI "MXMpN such
that p is parallel to f in (M, g, f ) and the extension ‰(p)"0 makes ‰ a cocircuit of MI . An
oriented matroid M is Euclidean if each oriented matroid program (M, g, f ) is Euclidean.
For instance, any realizable oriented matroid is Euclidean. To see this, note that in any
realization f and g will span a two-dimensional subspace and ‰~1(0) will span a hyperplane
not through g. The intersection of the two-dimensional subspace and hyperplane contains
a line, and any nonzero vector on the line and in the appropriate half-space gives the desired
extension.
LEMMA A.29 ([2] 10.5.10). ‚et (M, g, f ) be a Euclidean oriented matroid program, and let
(MXMpN, g, f ) be an extension by an element parallel to f. „hen (MXMpN, g, f ) is again
Euclidean.
Note that this does not imply that any extension of a Euclidean oriented matroid is
Euclidean. This will be a cause for concern in Section 3.
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